
SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION: DAILY PROCEDURES  

Priority of reviewing old verses: Always give priority in your mind to the retaining of old verses even 
over the learning of new ones. What’s the point in going on to new ones if you don’t hold onto the old? 
This doesn’t mean you should re-memorize the old ones… just that you should begin every day’s work 
with review of old verses. Look on that as what you need to do to earn the privilege of acquiring some 
precious new verses. (Work before play!)  

Repetition over Time: Saying a verse one hundred times in one day is not as helpful as saying it every 
day for one hundred days. The absolute key to successful Scripture memorization is repetition over a 
long time period. This is how you retain old verses while learning new ones.  

Photographing the verses with your eyes: Memorization is partly visual. This is not to say that blind 
people can’t memorize the Bible, but just that the memorization process is connected very closely to the 
eye. Read each new verse ten times, covering each word as though photographing it with your eyes. I 
can still remember where some particular verses were on the page of the Bible I first used to memorize 
them. Burn each verse into your brain with your eyes.  

Say it out loud: Another help in memorizing is to say the verse out loud to yourself. The additional 
sensory input to your brain helps the memorization process. It doesn’t have to be very loud, just loud 
enough so you can hear it. Also, try putting some feeling and interpretation into reciting the verses… this 
is actually a form of meditation on the verses as you are learning them.  

Sample daily procedure: The following is an example of how someone could go about memorizing 
Ephesians at the rate of one verse per day OR if you are memorizing one or two verses per week – just 
repeat day one and two all week.  

1) Day one: Read Ephesians 1:1 out loud ten times, looking at each word as if photographing it with your 
eyes. Be sure to include the verse number. Then cover the page and recite it ten times. You’re done for 
the day.  

2) Day two: Yesterday’s verse first. Recite yesterday’s verse, Ephesians 1:1 ten times, being sure to 
include the verse number. Look in the Bible if you need to, just to refresh your memory. Now, do your 
new verse. Read Ephesians 1:2 out loud ten times, looking at each word as if photographing it with your 
eyes. Be sure to include the verse number. Then cover the page and recite it ten times. You’re done for 
the day.  

3) Day three: Yesterday’s verse first. Recite yesterday’s verse, Ephesians 1:2 ten times, being sure to 
include the verse number. Again, you should look in the Bible if you need to, just to refresh your 
memory. Old verses next, altogether: Recite Ephesians 1:1-2 together once, being sure to include the 
verse numbers. Now, do your new verse. Read Ephesians 1:3 out loud ten times, looking at each word as 
if photographing it with your eyes. Be sure to include the verse number. Then cover the page and recite 
it ten times. You’re done for the day.  

4) Day four: Yesterday’s verse first. Recite yesterday’s verse, Ephesians 1:3 ten times, being sure to 
include the verse number. Again, you should look in the Bible if you need to, just to refresh your 
memory. Old verses next, altogether: Recite Ephesians 1:1-3 together once, being sure to include the 
verse numbers. Now, do your new verse.  


